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The present invention relates to an elastic fa‘bric, and 
more particularly to a warp knitted fabric made elastic 
by elastic threa-ds extending in Warp direction. 

Fabrics of this type have longitudinally extending Wales 
formed of looped threads and extending in warp direc 
tion. According to the prior art, an elastic thread passes 
through the loops of each Wale, and is connected to the 
loops. 
When fabric according to the prior art is made narrow 

and band-shaped, the narrow fabric bands have a ten-dency 
to roll up or curl in transverse direction. Even by finish 
ing operations, it is not possible to completely eliminate 
the curved shape of the fabric, and to produce a fiat 
band. 

It is one object of the invention to overcome this dis 
advantage of elastic fabrics, and to provide a fabric which 
is produced in fiat condition, and remains fiat during use 
without any tendency to warp or curl. 

Another object of the invention is to connect elastic 
threads to each Wale ofthe fabric in such a manner that 
the elastic threads hold the finished fabric in a flat con 
dition. 

Another object of the invention is to produce a flatten 
ing force on the fabric by elastic threads wound in op 
posite direc-tions about portions of the stitches of the 
Wales of the fabric. 

With these objects in View, a fabric according to the 
present invention comprises a thread forming a Wale of 
successive interconnected stitches, and two elastic threads 
extending through and within said interconnected stitches 
symmetrically to a central plane passing through the axis 
of said Wale, said elastic threads being connected to at 
least some of said stitches and exerting due to their sym 
metrica] arrangement on said Wale forces counterbalanc 
ing each other so that the fabric is flat. 
The term “symmetrical” is used in the present applica 

tion to include two threads having the same turns and 
loops staggered and shifted in axial direction of the Wale 
relative to each other. 

In the preferred embodiment of the invention, each 
stitch includes a loop portion and a connecting portion 
connecting the end of each loop portion With the be 
ginning of the following loop portion, and the elastic 
threads pass through the loop portions and are wound 
in opposite directions about the connecting portions of 
selected stitches. 

In one embodiment of the invention, each elastic thread 
is Wound about the connecting portions of a first series 
of alternate stitches, and the other elastic thread is 
Wound about the connecting portions ofthe other set of al 
ternate stitches. 

In -another em‘bodiment of the invention, the elastic 
threads are Wound in opposite directions about the con« 
necting portion of each stitch of the Wale. 

Tests have shown that a fabric made in accordance 
with the present invention, will not roll up, Warp, or curl 
in transverse direction, and will remain fiat after finishing 
operations such as sizing and dressing. The curling effect 
produced by the single elastic thread of the prior art, is 
compensated by the effect of the second elastic thread 
acting on the same Wale. 

Further surprising advantages of bands made in accord 
ance with -the present invention as compared with the 
bands of the prior art have been found. When an elastic 
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thread breaks in the fabric of the invention, it does not 
slip into the loops of the respective Wale by resilient con 
traction, which is the case in known fabrics of this type 
Where there is a single elastic thread provided for each 
Wale. Furthermore, When a band comprising a plurality 
of wales with two elastic threads, and interconnecting 
binding threads between the wales, is expanded in longi 
tudinal direction, the transverse width of the band remains 
almost the same, whereas band-shaped fabric according 
to the prior art having only single elastic thread for each 
Wale, substantially contract in transverse direction so that 
the b-and Width is reduced as the length of the band is 
increased by longitudinal pull. 

While this effect is particularly noticeable for narrow 
fabrics, such as bands or braid-like fabrics, a lesser trans 
verse constriction has been noted for wide fabrics as Well. 
The novel features which are considered as character 

istic for the invention are set forth in particular in the 
appended claims. The invention itself, however, both as 
to its construction and its method of operation, together 
with additional objects and ‘advantages thereof, Will ‘be 
best understood from the following'description of specific 
embodiments when read in connection with the accom 
panying drawings, in which: 

FIG. l is a schematic fragmentary view on an enlarged 
scale illustrating a fabric according to one embodiment 
of the invention; 

FIG. 2 is a fragmentary schematic view on an enlarged 
scale illustrating a modified embodiment of the inven 
tion; and 

FIG. 3 is a fragmentary schematic view illustrating an 
other embodiment of the invention on an enlarged scale. 

Referring now to the drawings, and more particularly 
to FIG. l, the fabric is Warp-knitted and comprises looped 
threads 2 forming Wales, pairs of elastic threads 4 and 5 
connected to each Wale, and a weft thread 3. 
Each Wale is composed of a series of successive stitches, 

each stitch including a loop portion 7, and a connecting 
portion 6a connected to the end of each loop portion 7 
by a knee 6 and being connected to the beginning of 
the next following loop portion 7. Threads 2 are non 
elastic, but Wales 1 are elastic in longitudinal direction due 
to the loop construction. The illustrated loop construc 
tion is generally referred to las 2-0/9-2 or Il 0/0 II. The 
weft threads 3 pass in opposite transverse directions 
through transverse rows of stitches formed by corre 
sponding stitches of the wales. 
A pair of elastic threads 4 and 5 passes through the 

loops of each Wale 2. The elastic thread 4 is Wound in a 
turn about the connecting portion 6a of a tfirst series of 
alternate stitches, while the elastic thread 5 of the same 
Wale is Wound in a turn about the connecting portions 
6a of a second series of alternate stitches lso that elastic 
threads 4 and 5 are connected to alternate stitches only 
whereby each elastic thread passes straight through a 
loop 7 of a stitch about whose connecting portion 6a the 
other elastic thread is Wound. Furthermore, threads 4 and 
5 are Wound in opposite Winding directions about the 
respective connecting portions 6a of alternate stitches. 
While the turns of threads 4 and 5 are symmetrical, they 
are staggered in the axial direction of the Wale. The re 
spective thread 4 or l5 is wound about the respective 
connecting portion 6a above the knee portion 6 and is 
held between the respective loop portions 7 and the 
knee portion 6 of the next following stitch passing 
under both legs of the U-shaped knee portion 6 and over 
loop portion 7. 

Elastic threads 4 and 5 may be made of rubber, or of 
a synthetic elastic material. It is also possible to use 
an elastic filament in a braided or spun envelope, or to 
form an elastic thread of two or more elastic filaments, 
each of which may be provided with a tubular envelope. 
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While the elastic threads are shown in the drawing to 
be wound and twisted, it will be understood that the 
elastic threads are actually straight in the normal condi 
tion of the fabric, and that the non-elastic threads 2 will 
coil about the straight elastic threads. 
The embodiment of FIG. 2 corresponds to the embodi~ 

ment of FIG. 1 in every respect as far as the connection 
between the non-elastic threads 2 and the elastic threads 
4 and 5 is concerned. However, instead of providing a 
weft thread 3, a binding thread 8 connects adjacent wales. 
Each binding thread 8 passes through the loop portion 
7 of a stitch of one Wale and then forms a loop 8o super 
imposed on the loop portion of the next following stitch 
of the same wale whereupon it passes through the loop 
portion of a stitch of the other adjacent wale, and then 
forms another loop 8o superimposed on the loop portion 
of the next following stitch of the same wale. It will be 
appreciated that a fabric constructed in accordance with 
FIG. 2 is more resilient in transverse directionthan the 
fabric illustrated in FIG. 1 

FIG. 3 illustrates another embodiment of the inven 
tion. Only one wale 11 is shown, and it will be under 
stood that a plurality of wales 11 is provided in the fab 
ric, and are connected either by a weft thread 3 as shown 
in FIG. 1, or by binding thread 8 as shown in FIG. 2. 
The wales of the embodiment shown in FIG. 3 are 

made of non-elastic threads 12 with loop portions 7 and 
connecting portions 6a as described with reference to 
FIGS. 1 and 2. Two elastic threads 9 and 10 are con 
nected with the stitches of each wale 11. While in the 
embodiments of FIGS. 1 and 2, each elastic thread is 
connected to connecting portions of alternate stitches, 
both elastic threads 9 and 10 are wound about the con 
necting portions 6a of each stitch of the Wale. Elastic 
threads 9 and 10 are wound in opposite direction so that 
the torques produced by the elastic threads compensate 
each other. Elastic thread 10 passes under a connecting 
portion, then over a connecting portion, over a loop por« 
tion and again under a connecting portion, while elastic 
thread 9 passes under a connecting portion, over the knee 
portion 6 of the next following loop, over the loop por 
tion of the first stitch and then under the connecting por 
tion 6a of the next following stitch. 
The resilient warp fabric according to the invention is 

made on a warp knitting machine, and more particu 
larly on a Raschel machine, which has a needle bar and 
six guide bars. A guide bar is used for each thread of 
the fabric, and since in the fabric of the present inven~ 
tion only four threads 2, 4, 5, and 3 or 8 are used, only 
four guide bars are operated during the knitting of the 
fabric. A needle of the needle bar is used for making 
each Wale. The guide bars have openings through which 
the respective threads are guided, and stitches are formed 
by vertical movement of the needles and by horizontal 
movements of the guide bars. 
An elastic fabric according to FIG. 2 is made in the 

following manner: 
Assuming that the ñrst guide bar guides all threads 2, 

of all wales, the second guide bar guides all threads 8, 
the third guide bar guides all elastic threads 4, and the 
fourth guide bar guides all elastic threads 5. Two guide 
bars of the machine remain inoperative. 
Assuming that the first needle of the needle bar pro 

duces the wale on the right of FIG. 2, the spaces before 
and between the wales are indicated O, II, IV, VI. These 
spaces correspond to spaces between the needles which 
make the wales, respectively. When the fabric of FIG. 2 
is made in the direction of the arrows, all stitches of row 
a are simultaneously made, while in the following opera 
tion all stitches of the next row of stitches b ,are made. 
The third row is again made as row a, and the fourth row 
again made as row b. Therefore, the operation which 
will now be described with reference to rows a and b will 
be repeated. Also, the operation which produces the 
first wale, is also carried out for producing all other wales. 
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4 
The time required for the formation of a row a or b 

of stitches, is divided into a first operational period be 
fore the loop formation, and a second operational period 
after the loop formation. 

OPERATION 

Formation of 2z row of loops a 

The first guide bar with thread 2 is moved from the 
space II to the space 0. The second guide bar for threads 
8, moves during the first operational period from space 
II to space IV, cooperating with the middle Wale shown 
in FIG. 2, and during the second operational period from 
space IV to space II. The ñrst elastic thread 4 is con 
trolled by the third guide bar to stay in space II. The 
second elastic thread 5 controlled by the fourth guide bar 
is removed from the path of the loop forming thread 2 
by being moved during the first operational period from 
space 0 to space II, and during the second operational 
period from space II to space 0. 

Formation of the row of loops b 

The loop forming threads 2 of the first guide bar are 
shifted from the space 0 to the space II. The connect 
ing threads 8 in the second guide bar are moved from 
`space II to space 0 during the first operational period, 
and from space 0 to space II during the second opera 
tional period. The elastic thread 4 of the third guide bar is 
moved out of the path of movement of the loop forming 
thread 2 by being moved during the first operational pe 
riod from the space II to the space 0, and during the sec 
ond operational period from the space 0 to the space II. 
The other elastic thread 5 is held by the fourth guide bar 
in the space 0. 

METHOD FOR MAKING THE FABRIC 
ACCORDING TO FIG. 1 

Threads 2, 4 and 5 are again controlled by three guide 
bars. as explained above. In this embodiment, no con 
necting threads S, but weft threads 3 are used for con 
necting the wales. Weft threads 3 may connect a great 
number of wales of a wide fabric before being reversed 
in the following pit in the manner shown on the left of 
FIG. 1. The picking of the weft is carried out by a pick 
ing device provided on a Raschel machine which inserts 
the weft during each loop formation across the width of 
the warp knitted fabric. If the fabric is narrow, and the 
reversing points of the weft thread are not far apart, one 
of the free guide bars can be used for inserting the weft. 
By way of example, and for the sake of simplicity it 

may be assumed that the fabric is narrow and is com 
posed of only three wales, as shown in FIG. 1, so that the 
weft thread has «to be reversed on the right of the first 
wale. Assuming as before, that threads 2, 4 and 5 are con 
trolled by the first, third and fourth guide bar, and that 
the `weft 3 is controlled by the second guide bar, the fab 
ric of FIG. 1 is made in the following manner: 

OPERATION 

Formation of the loops of row a' 

Threads 2, 4 and 5 are operated by the first, third and 
fourth guide bars as explained with reference to the fab 
ric of FIG. 2. The second guide bar operating the weft 
3 moves during the first operational period from space 0 
to space VI. 

Formation of the loops of row b' 

Threads 2, 4 and 5 are operated by the lirst, third and 
fourth guide bars as explained with reference to row b 
of FIG. 2. The second guide bar moves the weft thread 
3 during the first operational period from the space VI 
to the space 0. 

METHOD OF MAKING THE FABRIC 
ACCORDING TO FIG. 3 

It will be understood that several Wales form a fabric 
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of which only one wale is shown in FIG. 3. Connect 
ing threads according to FIG. 2, or weft threads accord 
ing to FIG. 1 may be used for connecting the wales. The 
first guide bar controls thread 12, the second guide bar 
controls elastic thread 9, and the third guide bar controls 
elastic thread 10. It will now be described how the rows 
of loops a” and b” are formed, and the following pairs 
of rows are made in the same manner. 

OPERATION 

Form'atìon of the loops of row a’ 

The ñrst guide bar with loop forming thread 12 op 
erates as described for the embodiment of FIG. 2 for 
threads 2 forming the row of loops a. 
The second guide bar with elastic thread 9 moves out 

of the path of movement of the loop forming needle dur 
ing the first operational period by being moved from 
space 0 to space II, and remains in the space 1I during 
the second operational period. The third guide bar with 
the other elastic thread 10 moves out of the path of the 
loop forming thread 12 during the first operational period 
by moving from space 1I to space 0 and remains during 
the following second operational period in the space 0. 

Formation of the loops of row b’ 

Thread 12 is operated by the first guide bar as described 
for threads Z'making row b of FIG. 2. Thread 9 of the 
second guide bar is moved from space Il to space O 
during the first operational period, and remains during 
the second operational period in the space 0. At the 
same time, the elastic thread 10 is moved by the third 
guide bar from space 0 to space Il, and remains during 
the second operational period in the space ll. 

It will be understood that the elastic threads 9 and 
10 of the fabric of FIG. 2 are connected to all stitches 
of each wale by different connections in a mirror sym 
metrical manner, and that the elastic threads 4 and 5 of 
the embodiments of FIGS. l and 2, are respectively cou 
nected with first and second series of alternate stitches 
by different connections whose projections on a plane per 
pendicular to the wales are mirror Vsymmetrical so that in 
all embodiments of the invention, counterbalancing forces 
are exerted by each pair of elastic threads in a Wale to 
hold the fabric in a ñat condition. 
The same stitch is illustrated in all embodiments of the 

invention, but it will be understood that modified stitches 
can also be used in combination with two resilient threads 
in accordance with the invention. 
The fabrics according to the present invention may be 

further modiñed by connecting the wales by binding 
threads forming loops. The weft thread need not extend 
across the entire width of the fabric, as explained with 
reference to FIG. l, but may extend only through parts 
of the fabric so that slits are formed between adjacent 
wales permitting the use of the fabric band for the edge 
of a buttonhole. Each Wale may be formed of a series 
of two or more interconnected stitches of the non 
elastic thread. While the flattening effect of the tWo 
elastic lthreads of the present invention is particularly no` 
ticeable for band-shaped fabrics, it is also effective when 
fabrics of greater width are made in acordance with the 
present invention, for example elastic fabrics of the type 
used for foundation garments. 

It will be understood that each of the elements de 
scribed above, or two or more together, may also ñnd a 
useful application in other types of elastic fabrics differ 
ing from the types described above. 

While the invention has been illustrated and described 
as embodied in a warp-knitted band including a plurality 
of wales made of a non-elastic thread and of two elastic 
threads, it is not intended to be limited to the details 
shown, since various modifications and structural changes 
may be made without departing in any way from the spirit 
of the present invention. 

Without further analysis, the foregoing will so fully re 
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6 
veal the gist of the present invention that others can by 
applying current knowledge readily adapt it for various 
applications without omitting features that, from the 
standpoint of prior art, fairly constitute essential charac 
teristics of the generic or specific aspects of this inven 
tion and, therefore, such applications should and are in 
tended to be comprehended within the meaning and range 
of equivalence of the following claims. 
What is claimed as new and desired to be secured by 

Letters Patent is: 
1. A fabric comprising a thread forming a wale of 

successive interconnected stitches; and two elastic threads 
extend through and within said interconnected stitches 
symmetrically to a central plane passing through the axis 
of said wale, said elastic threads being connected to at 
least some of said stitches and exerting due to their 
symmetrical arrangement on said Wale forces counter 
balancing each other so that the fabric is flat. 

2. A fabric comprising a thread forming a wale of 
successive interconnected stitches; and two elastic threads 
extend through and within said interconnected stitches, 
one of said elastic threads being connected with the stitches 
of a ñrst series of alternate stitches and the other elastic 
thread being connected with the stitches of a second series 
of alternate stitches of said stitches symmetrically to a 
central plane passing through the axis of said Wale, said 
elastic threads exerting due to their symmetrical arrange 
ment on said wale forces counterbalancing each other 
so that the fabric is flat. 

3. A fabric comprising a thread forming a Wale of 
successive interconnected stitches; and two elastic threads 
extending through and within said interconnectedstitches, 
said elastic threads being connected to each of said 
stitches symmetrically to a central plane passing through 
the axis of said wale, said elastic threads exerting due to 
their symmetrical arrangement on said wale forces coun 
terbalancing each other so that the fabric is flat. 

4. A fabric comprising a thread forming a wale of 
successive stitches, each stitch including a loop portion 
and a connecting portion connecting the end of each loop 
portion with the beginning of the following loop por 
tion; and two elastic threads extend through and within 
said loop portions and wound in opposite directions about 
said connecting portions of selected stitches symmetrical 
ly to a central plane passing through the axis of said 
wale, said elastic threads exerting due to their symmetrical 
arrangement on said wale forces counterbalancing each 
other so that the fabric is flat. 

5. A fabric comprising a thread forming a wale of 
successive stitches, each stitch including a loop portion 
and a connecting portion connecting the end of each loop 
portion with the beginning of the following loop portion; 
and two elastic threads passing through said loop por 
tions, one of said elastic threads being wound about said 
connecting portions of a ñrst series of alternate stitches 
of said stitches and the other elastic thread being wound 
about said connecting portions of a second series of alter 
nate stitches of said stitches. 

6. A fabric comprising a thread forming a wale of 
successive stitches, each stitch including a loop portion 
and a connecting portion connecting the end of each loop 
portion with the beginning of the following loop por 
tion; and two elastic threads extend through and within 
said loop portions, one of said elastic threads being wound 
about said connecting portions of a ñrst series of alternate 
stitches of said stitches and the other elastic thread Abeing 
wound in a winding direction opposite to the winding di 
rection of said one elastic thread about said connecting 
portions of a second series of alternate stitches of said 
stitches symmetrically to a central plane passing through 
the axis of said wale, said elastic threads exerting due 
to their symmetrical arrangement on said wale forces 
counterbalancing each other so that the fabric is flat. 

7. A fabric comprising a thread forming a wale of 
successive stitches, each stitch including a loop portion 
and a connecting portion connecting the end of each 
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loop portion With the beginning` of the following loop 
portion; and two elastic threads extend through and With 
in said loop portions and Wound about said connecting 
portions of each of said stitches symmetrically to a cen 
tral plane passing through the axis of said Wale, said 
elastic threads exerting due to their symmetrical arrange 
ment on said Wale forces counterbalancing each other so 
that the fabric is ilat in opposite Winding directions. 

8. A Warp-knitted fabric comprising a plurality of 
Warp threads, each Warp thread forming a Wale of suc 
cessive stitches, each stitch including a loop portion and 
a connecting7 portion connecting the end of each loop 
portion With the beginning of the next following loop 
portion; two elastic threads extend through and Within 
said loop portions of said stitches of each Wale and 
Wound in opposite directions about said connecting por 
tions of selected stitches symmetrically to a central plane 
passing through the axis of said Wale, said elastic threads 
exerting due to their symmetrical arrangement on said 
Wale forces counterbalancing each other so that the 
fabric is flat; and binding thread means connecting said 
Wales. 

9. A Warp-knitted fabric comprising a plurality of 
Warp threads, each Warp thread forming a Wale of suc 
cessive stitches, each stitch including a loop portion and 
a connecting portion connecting the end of each loop 
portion with the beginning of the next following loop 
portion; tWo elastic threads extend through and Within 
said loop portions of said stitches of each Wale and Wound 
in opposite directions about said connecting portions of 
selected stitches symmetrically to a central plane pass 
ing through the axis of said Wale, said elastic threads 
exerting due to their symmetrical arrangement on said 
Wale forces counterbalancing each other so that the fabric 
is fiat; and a binding thread connecting each pair of ad 
jacent Wales and passing through said loop portion of a 
stitch of one of said adjacent Wales and forming a loop 
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superimposed on said loop portion of the next following 
stitch of said Wale, and then passing through the loop 
portion of t-he other adjacent Wale and forming a loop 
superimposed on the loop portion of the next following 
stitch of the other Wale. 

10. A Warp-knitted fabric comprising a plurality of 
Warp threads, each Warp thread 4forming a Wale of suc 
cessive stitches, each stitch including a loop portion and 
a connecting portion connecting the end of each loop 
portion With the beginning of the next following loop 
portion; tWo elastic threads extend through and Within 
said loop portions of said stitches of each Wale and 
Wound in opposite directions about said connecting por 
tions of selected stitches symmetrically to a central plane 
passing through the axis of said Wale, said elastic threads 
exerting due to their symmetrical arrangement on said 
Wale forces counterbalancing each other so that the 
fabric is ñat; and a binding weft thread passing in op 
posite directions transversely to said Wales through trans 
verse rows of said stitches of said Wales. 
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